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Zoning, or remove the property from historic listing if the structure on the property no longer 

meets eligibility criteria for listing, following the process for listing set forth herein. 

14.01.070. Evaluation Criteria for Historic Resource Listing 

When determining if a property should be designated as a listed Historic or Cultural Resource, 

the CHC and City Council shall consider this ordinance and State Historic Preservation Office 

(“SHPO”) standards. In order to be eligible for designation, the resource shall exhibit a high 

level of historic integrity, be at least fifty (50) years old (less than 50 if it can be demonstrated 

that enough time has passed to understand its historical importance) and satisfy at least one of the 

following criteria: 

A. Architectural Criteria:  Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or

method of construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values.

(1) Style:  Describes the form of a building, such as size, structural shape and details

within that form (e.g. arrangement of windows and doors, ornamentation, etc.).  Building

style will be evaluated as a measure of:

a. The relative purity of a traditional style;

b. Rarity of existence at any time in the locale; and/or current rarity although the

structure reflects a once popular style;

c. Traditional, vernacular and/or eclectic influences that represent a particular social

milieu and period of the community; and/or the uniqueness of hybrid styles and how

these styles are put together.

(2) Design:  Describes the architectural concept of a structure and the quality of artistic

merit and craftsmanship of the individual parts.  Reflects how well a particular style or

combination of styles are expressed through compatibility and detailing of elements.

Also, suggests degree to which the designer (e.g., carpenter-builder) accurately

interpreted and conveyed the style(s).  Building design will be evaluated as a measure of:

a. Notable attractiveness with aesthetic appeal because of its artistic merit, details and

craftsmanship (even if not necessarily unique);

b. An expression of interesting details and eclecticism among carpenter-builders,

although the craftsmanship and artistic quality may not be superior.

(3) Architect:  Describes the professional (an individual or firm) directly responsible for

the building design and plans of the structure.  The architect will be evaluated as a

reference to:
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a. A notable architect (e.g., Wright, Morgan), including architects who made

significant contributions to the state or region, or an architect whose work influenced

development of the city, state or nation.

b. An architect who, in terms of craftsmanship, made significant contributions to San

Luis Obispo (e.g., Abrahams who, according to local sources, designed the house at

810 Osos - Frank Avila's father's home - built between 1927 – 30).

B. Historic Criteria

(1) History – Person:  Associated with the lives of persons important to local, California,

or national history. Historic person will be evaluated as a measure of the degree to which

a person or group was:

a. Significant to the community as a public leader (e.g., mayor, congress member,

etc.) or for his or her fame and outstanding recognition - locally, regionally, or

nationally.

b. Significant to the community as a public servant or person who made early, unique,

or outstanding contributions to the community, important local affairs or institutions

(e.g., council members, educators, medical professionals, clergymen, railroad

officials).

(2) History – Event:  Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to

the broad patterns of local or regional history or the cultural heritage of California or the

United States.  Historic event will be evaluated as a measure of:

(i) A landmark, famous, or first-of-its-kind event for the city - regardless of whether

the impact of the event spread beyond the city.

(ii) A relatively unique, important or interesting contribution to the city (e.g., the Ah

Louis Store as the center for Chinese-American cultural activities in early San Luis

Obispo history).

(3) History-Context:  Associated with and also a prime illustration of predominant

patterns of political, social, economic, cultural, medical, educational, governmental,

military, industrial, or religious history.  Historic context will be evaluated as a measure

of the degree to which it reflects:

a. Early, first, or major patterns of local history, regardless of whether the historic

effects go beyond the city level, that are intimately connected with the building (e.g.,

County Museum).

b. Secondary patterns of local history, but closely associated with the building (e.g.,

Park Hotel).
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C.  Integrity:  Authenticity of an historical resource’s physical identity evidenced by the 

survival of characteristics that existed during the resource’s period of significance.  Integrity 

will be evaluated by a measure of: 

(1) Whether or not a structure occupies its original site and/or whether or not the 

original foundation has been changed, if known. 

(2) The degree to which the structure has maintained enough of its historic character 

or appearance to be recognizable as an historic resource and to convey the reason(s) 

for its significance. 

(3) The degree to which the resource has retained its design, setting, materials, 

workmanship, feeling and association.   

14.01.080 Historic District Designation, Purpose and Application 

A. Historic (H) District designation.  All properties within historic districts shall be designated 

by an “H” zoning.  Properties zoned “H” shall be subject to the provisions and standards as 

provided in Ordinance 17.54 (Zoning) of the Municipal Code. 

B. Purposes of Historic Districts. The purposes of historic districts and H zone designation are 

to:  

(1) Implement cultural resource preservation policies of the General Plan, the 

preservation provisions of adopted area plans, the Historic Preservation and 

Archaeological Resource Preservation Program Guidelines, and 

(2) Identify and preserve definable, unified geographical entities that possess a significant 

concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects united 

historically or aesthetically by plan or physical development; 

(3) Implement historic preservation provisions of adopted area and neighborhood 

improvement plans;  

(4) Enhance and preserve the setting of historic resources so that surrounding land uses 

and structures do not detract from the historic or architectural integrity of designated 

historic resources and districts; and  

(5) Promote the public understanding and appreciation of historic resources. 

C. Eligibility for incentives. Properties zoned as Historic Preservation (H) shall be eligible for 

preservation incentive and benefit programs as established herein, in the Guidelines and other 

local, state and federal programs. 
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